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Governing for Equity



Intentional Efforts



Racial Equity Budget 
Tool Kit

• Racial Equity Budget Tool (REBT)
• Make intentional connections

between strategic plan and budget
• Use racial equity as the key guiding 

principle
• Initiate conversations
• Provide baseline data for comparison 

in future years
• Assess decision making with racial equity 

at the forefront
• Consider initiatives that are no or low-cost



Policymaker 
Oversight

• Dedicated avenues for performing oversight
• Involvement of policymakers in strategic planning 

in their own organization and Countywide
• Diverse appointments and prioritization of racial 

equity



Legislation
• May 2019: Declaration of racism as a public 

health crisis
• April 2020: Codify commitment to achieving 

racial equity
• September 2021: Proposing paid 

internships to allow students of all 
economic backgrounds have the same 
opportunities
• Resolutions and citations honoring and 

uplifting local communities and



Action Steps
• Use the Racial Equity Budget Tool in your 

organization
• Encourage other departments to participate

• Provide several opportunities to engage 
constituents through multiple points of 
accessibility
• Large public hearings & smaller, targeted 

listening sessions
• Amplify community interests

• Evaluate proposals year-round with racial equity 
at the forefront

• Connect with local organizations to hear what 
matters most to them

• Get active in the community by attending local 
festivals to hear directly from your constituents



Milwaukee County Makes History
In May 2019, Milwaukee County became the first jurisdiction in the United States to recognize 
racism as a public health crisis. Since that time, over 200 local governments have followed suit. 



Government & Population Health

Health is a state of 
complete physical, 
mental and social 

wellbeing, and not 
just the absence 

of disease.*

We enhance the quality of life 
in Milwaukee County through 
great public service. 

Mission Statement

How do we measure 
health outcomes?
• Quality of Life
• Life Expectancy
• Health Disparities*Adapted from World Health Organization, Definition of Health

At the same time, the County began its first countywide strategic planning process in 
20 years. County leaders aligned around the mission statement below, and they began 

researching the health of county residents. 

https://www.who.int/about/who-we-are/frequently-asked-questions


How is Milwaukee County’s health?

Health is a state of 
complete physical, 
mental and social 

wellbeing, and not 
just the absence 

of disease.

How do we measure 
health outcomes?
• Quality of Life
• Life Expectancy
• Health Disparities

Milwaukee is ranked in the bottom quartile of 
counties in Wisconsin 

Milwaukee County experiences higher rates of adult 
diabetes, adult obesity, and poor mental and 
physical health days than the surrounding WOW 
counties

A white person in Milwaukee County will, on 
average, live 14 years longer than a Black person

The infant mortality rate (deaths per 1,000 births) is 
4.9 death for white people compared to 13.1 deaths 
for Black people 

The findings were deeply troubling. Not only is the health of Milwaukee County residents 
nearly the lowest in the entire state, but the county has extraordinary racial health disparities 

between Black and white residents. 



History of Government & Race

Initially Explicit Became Implicit Government for Racial Equity

Government explicitly
creates and maintains
racial inequity.

Discrimination illegal, but “race-
neutral” policies and practices 
perpetuate inequity.

Proactive policies, practices and 
procedures that advance racial 
equity.

*Adapted from presentation by the Government Alliance on Race and Equity (GARE). April 16,2019. “Advancing Racial Equity: The Role of Government.” 

As a result, County leaders mandated racial equity training to all County employees in order to ensure full 
understanding of the government’s role in creating these health disparities as well as its ability to help resolve them. 



Government, Population Health, and Racial Equity

Health is a state of 
complete physical, 
mental and social 

wellbeing, and not 
just the absence 

of disease.

We enhance the quality of life in 
Milwaukee County through great 
public service. 

Mission Statement

Racial Inequities

Vision: By achieving racial equity, Milwaukee is 
the healthiest county in Wisconsin.

Recognizing the primary role of racial inequity in limiting their ability to advance its mission, 
County leaders set an ambitious vision centered on racial and health equity.  
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Defining Racial Equity for Milwaukee County

Racial Equity is defined as the just and fair inclusion of 
people of color in a society where all people can 
participate, prosper, and reach their full potential.

Racial Equity is both a process and an outcome: the process 
of understanding and prioritizing justice, fairness, and 
inclusion of people of color in decision making, and the 
outcomes that results from their engagement.

Racial Equity is not the same as Racial Equality.                       
Equity is the prerequisite for achieving equality.                         
Equity is leveling the playing field so everyone can equally 
access opportunity. 



Lessons Learned
• Don’t put the cart before the horse
• Go slow to go fast – this is a marathon, not a sprint 
• Start with a readiness assessment – not training
• Ground yourselves in key concepts for equity
• Clearly define equity terms specific to your context 

and community
• Commit to continuous learning and improvement
• Embrace discomfort from unlearning
• Build in supports for leaders and                                

employees
• Engage the experts
• Determine who’s accountable
• Lean on and learn from peers



Resources
• Government Alliance on Race and Equity (GARE)                                                        

– https://www.racialequityalliance.org/
• Policy Link – https://www.policylink.org/
• YWCA La Crosse – https://www.ywcalax.org/
• Milwaukee County – https://county.milwaukee.gov/EN/Vision
• Wisconsin Counties Association (Annual Conference, Sept 26-28 in La Crosse) 

– https://www.wicounties.org/event/2021-wca-annual-conference/
• Nurturing Diversity Partners – https://nurturingdiversity.us/
• Derute Consulting Cooperative – http://www.deruteconsulting.com/
• Nina Collective – https://www.ninacollective.com/
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